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ABSTRACT: Protein folding is one of the most fundamental problems
in modern molecular biology. Uncovering the detailed folding
mechanism requires methods that can monitor the structures at high
temporal and spatial resolution. Two-dimensional infrared (2DIR)
spectroscopy is a new tool for studying protein structures and dynamics
with high time resolution. Using atomistic molecular dynamics
simulations, we illustrate the folding process of Trp-cage along the
dominant pathway on the free energy landscape by analyzing nonchiral
and chiral coherent 2DIR spectra along the pathway. Isotope labeling is
used to reveal residue-specific information. We show that the high
resolution structural sensitivity of 2DIR can differentiate the ensemble
evolution of protein and thus provides a microscopic picture of the
folding process.

■ INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional infrared (2DIR) spectroscopy1−16 offers an
effective avenue to directly reveal protein folding dynamics
which accompany nanometer-scale conformational changes in
the pico- to nanosecond timescale. Uncovering the folding
mechanism in detail requires experimental methods for
monitoring the structures with high temporal resolution.
Many conventional spectroscopic methods can only provide
averaged information due to the lack of high temporal
resolution. For example, atomic resolution structures can be
directly determined by NMR spectroscopy, but only on long
approximately microsecond timescales. Nanosecond measure-
ments in NMR are based on the frequency dependence of
relaxation rates and are therefore indirect.
2DIR spectroscopy achieves its time resolution through the

use of femtosecond pulse sequences that interact with the
protein and generate coherent nonlinear signals. The amide I
band, primarily associated with the peptide bond carbonyl
stretch, is the most widely studied by this technique because it
is sensitive to the hydrogen bonding, dipole−dipole inter-
actions, and geometry of the peptide backbone, thus providing
a good indicator of secondary structure and dynamics. The
cross-peaks (off-diagonal features) of the amide bands carry
signatures of intra- and intermolecular couplings. Site-specific
isotope labeling, where the frequency of the amide I transition
is modified by substituting 12C16O by 13C16O or 13C18O
can be used to spectrally isolate structurally important residues,
providing site specific information on peptide folding.15 2DIR
has been successfully applied to study many chemical and

biological processes such as hydrogen bonding dynamics,17 fast
chemical exchange in molecular complexes,18 and protein
folding.7

According to the current view, protein folding is envisioned
to proceed along a moderately rough funnel-like energy
landscape.19−28 Many local minima in the energy landscape
form due to the competition between the “downhill” pathway
toward the native state and the accumulation of misfolded and/
or partially folded states. The concept of the folding pathway
was originally proposed by Levinthal in 1968.29 Proteins do not
randomly search conformational space; rather, there are biased
pathways toward the folded state so that the native structure
can be reached on reasonable timescales. The important issues
of folding pathways have been explored from both theoretical
and experimental perspectives.30−32 Monitoring conformational
changes along the pathways could shed light on the folding
mechanism. Here, we generated the free energy landscape
(FEL) of a fast folder Trp-cage by molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations and observed the conformational evolution on the
folding pathway through 2DIR spectroscopy.
The 2DIR signal is generated by three laser pulses with

wavevectors k1, k2, and k3. The coherent signal field is emitted
along the phase-matching directions k4 = ±k1 ± k2 ± k3 and is
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heterodyne-detected by interference with a fourth “local-
oscillator” pulse with wavevector k4. The pulses interact with
the protein and produce a coherent nonlinear signal which
depends on three time delays S(t3, t2, t1). A two-dimensional
Fourier transform generates a 2DIR spectrum S(Ω3, t2, Ω1),
where Ω3 and Ω1 are the frequency conjugates to t3 and t1,
respectively. By choosing different polarization configurations,
one can obtain nonchiral (i.e., xxxx) and chirality-induced (CI)
(i.e., xxxy) signals,4 where ijkl represents the polarization
configuration of the four pulses in chronological order.
Although CI 2DIR spectroscopy has not yet been implemented
experimentally as the signal fields are 3−4 orders of magnitude
weaker than nonchiral 2DIR signals, the cross-peaks in the CI
2D signals are explicitly coordinate-dependent and are
therefore particularly sensitive to structural changes. CI 2DIR
and CI 2D ultraviolet spectra have been predicted for proteins
using QM/MM simulations.2,3,33−37

In this computational study, we demonstrate how 2DIR
spectroscopy may be used to monitor the ultrafast folding
process of the 20-residue Trp-cage peptide (Asn1-Leu2-Tyr3-
Ile4-Gln5-Trp6-Leu7-Lys8-Asp9-Gly10-Gly11-Pro12-Ser13-
Ser14-Gly15-Arg16-Pro17-Pro18-Pro18-Ser20), which is one of
the fastest folding mini-proteins. Although Trp-cage is small
and relatively simple, the mechanism of its folding remains
elusive. Some studies38,39 have suggested that it follows a
simple two-state folding mechanism. On the other hand, recent
UV-resonance Raman experiments40 show that Trp-cage is not
a simple two-state miniprotein. Additionally, the folding time
determined by tryptophan fluorescence and a recent 2D 1H
NMR spectra experiment suggests a downhill folding
mechanism.27 It is very interesting that even for such a small
system we still have conflicting views of its folding mechanism.
2DIR spectra may provide a detailed picture of the structure
and dynamics of the peptide along the pathway and the folding
mechanism.

■ METHODS

Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations. All MD
simulations were carried out using the AMBER 10 software
package41 with the AMBER ff99SB protein force field.42 It has
been reported that the folding temperature for Trp-cage is in
the range 313−317 K.27 The constant temperature of 315 K
was maintained in our simulations by assigning atom velocities
from a Gaussian distribution for the different trajectories.43

Fifty 200 ns trajectories were simulated. The initial structure is
given by an extended conformation. An implicit solvation
model44 with a collision frequency of 1 ps−1 was applied in the
MD simulations. The SHAKE algorithm45 was used to
constrain covalent bonds involving hydrogen atoms. A time
step of 2 fs was used. These 50 trajectories covering a total of
10 μs simulations of peptide folding provide enough data for
constructing the FEL. Several locations were harvested along
the dominant folding pathway from the unfolded to the folded
state, to calculate the IR signals.
Calculation of 2DIR Spectra. Using the bosonic creation

and annihilation operator of a vibrational exciton Bi
† and Bi, the

effective vibrational Hamiltonian of the system is3
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where ωi(t) is the fundamental frequency of the local mode i,
Jij(t) represents the coupling between modes i and j, and Δi is
the anharmonicity of mode i. The coupling between the system
and the electric field E(t) of the laser pulses is

∑ μ′ = · +†H t t t B BE( ) ( ) ( )( )i
i

i i
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where μi(t) is the transition dipole of the ith mode.
We have used existing electrostatic DFT maps to evaluate the

fluctuating parameters in H(t) and H′(t) for the amide I
vibrations. The electrostatic DFT map of ref 46 was used to
evaluate ωi(t), while the transition dipole was fixed to the gas
phase value47 and the anharmonicity was fixed to the measured
value of −16 cm−1.48 The field free frequency of the DFT map
was set to 1670 cm−1 to obtain reasonable agreement with
experiment.49 Jij was given by the transition-dipole coupling
model.50

Absorptive 2DIR spectra were simulated for nonchiral (xxxx)
and CI (xxxy) polarization configurations after constructing the
vibrational Hamiltonian (eq 1). Absorptive signals are defined
as the addition of the rephasing (kI = −k1 + k2 − k3) and non-
rephasing (kII = k1 − k2 + k3) spectra. All signals were
calculated in the inhomogeneous limit by averaging over 200
configurations extracted from each location on the FEL.
Homogeneous broadening was set to 5.5 cm−1 for all
transitions. For each snapshot, the implicitly solvated peptide
was explicitly resolvated with the TIP3P water model51 and
equilibrated for 10 ps. The explicitly solvated and equilibrated
structure was used to compute all signals. We assumed short
impulsive pulses and t2 = 0. The 2DIR spectra were computed
using the quasiparticle approach based on the nonlinear exciton
equations,52−55 as implemented in SPECTRON.56

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Folding Mechanism. Figure 1 shows the FEL as a function
of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) from the folded

Figure 1. Free energy profile of Trp-cage folding versus RMSD and Rg
(top). Five structures along the folding pathway are labeled L1, L25,
L50, L75, and L100. The corresponding structures are shown
(bottom). Trp6 and Pro18 are shown by stick representation.
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structure and the radius of gyration (Rg). The FEL was
determined by calculating F = −log(P), where P is the
population obtained from the 10 μs MD simulated data,
including 50 MD trajectories of 200 ns each.
The FEL reveals several interesting features of the folding

mechanism. First, it is fairly smooth and there are no apparent
thermodynamic barriers or intermediate states, implying that it
may follow a downhill folding mechanism. In addition, there is
an obvious dominant pathway connecting the unfolded to the
folded state (black curve in Figure 1). We have calculated the
2DIR spectra at five locations along the folding pathway, L1,
L25, L50, L75, and L100. From L1 to L25, the peptide
structure does not change significantly and retains the extended
linear or coil structure. After the peptide reaches L50, the
folding process seems to accelerate and the peptide rapidly
reaches the folded state.

To demonstrate the structural changes that occur during
folding, we display the transition dipole couplings between
residues in Figure 2. At both L1 and L25, the couplings are
weak and primarily nearest-neighbor. This is indicative of the
random coil structure at these locations. At L50, the α-helix
extending from residues 2 to 9 has formed, as seen by the
strong positive nearest neighbor coupling and the strong
negative 1−3 coupling in this region.11 The same coupling
pattern was observed in simulations of the Villin headpiece,
which contains three α-helices.11 At L75, we observe the
formation of the short 310-helix-like structure from residues 11
to 14. This can be seen by the strong positive nearest-neighbor
coupling in this region. At L100, the system has reached the
native state and we see the N-terminal α-helix and the 310-helix-
like structure from residues 11 to 14. In Figure 3, we present
the couplings between the α-helix region (residues 1−9) and
the coil region (residues 15−19), which are much weaker than
the intrahelical or intracoil couplings. There is almost no
coupling between these two groups at L1 and L25 (Figure 3).
At L50, the two groups become strongly coupled. However, at
L75, the coupling between these two groups changes, indicating
an orientational rearrangement. Comparing L75 and L100, the
coupling pattern remains largely the same, however, with larger
magnitudes. This indicates that the structural changes between
L75 and L100 involve only minor rearrangements.
To further characterize the folding process, we calculated the

average number of hydrogen bonds at each location to illustrate
the folding process (Table 1). Between L25 and L50, the
number of hydrogen bonds in the entire peptide and

Figure 2. Average transition dipole couplings among the different
amide I vibrational modes for L1, L25, L50, L75, and L100.

Figure 3. Average coupling between residues 1−9 and residues 15−19 in cm−1.

Table 1. Average Number of Hydrogen Bonds of the Whole
Peptide and Its Parts for L1, L25, L50, L75, and L100a

location
whole
peptide

whole
α-helix

intra
α-helix

inter
α-helix coil other

1 0.89 0.62 0.58 0.04 0.23 0.14
25 2.27 1.65 1.06 0.58 0.57 0.73
50 6.12 4.84 1.95 2.88 3.49 1.27
75 7.76 5.22 2.56 2.66 3.70 2.81
100 8.33 5.48 3.03 2.45 2.82 3.34

aThe hydrogen bonds were calculated using VMD57 with an
acceptor−donor distance cutoff of 3.5 Å and an acceptor−donor−
hydrogen angle cutoff of 30°. Residues 1−9, 10−14, and 15−19 were
defined as the α-helix, “other”, and coil region, respectively, to
calculate the corresponding hydrogen bonds. The intra α-helix
includes hydrogen bonds among the α-helix region, and the inter α-
helix includes hydrogen bonds between the α-helix region and all other
residues.
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particularly the α-helix region abruptly increases. The increase
in the number of α-helix hydrogen bonds is largely caused by
the increasing number of inter-α-helix rather than intra-α-helix
hydrogen bonds. At the same time, the number of hydrogen
bonds in the coil region shows a large increase while the
number of hydrogen bonds in the “other” region only increases
slightly. These observations suggest that the α-helix tends to
form hydrogen bonds with the coil region to form a “two-
strand” structure between L25 and L50. This is consistent with
the analysis of transition dipole coupling in Figure 3 which
shows no coupling between the “two strands” (N-terminal α-
helix region and C-terminal coil region) at L1 and L25 but
strong coupling after L50. The formation of this “two-strand”
structure can dramatically reduce the conformational searching
in the huge configuration space and help the peptide fold into
its correct native structure. After L50, the number of intra-α-
helix hydrogen bonds continues to increase smoothly, implying
the growth of the α-helix. Interestingly, the number of inter-α-
helix hydrogen bonds decreases when moving from L50 to
L100, indicating that residues 1−9 tend to form hydrogen

bonds among themselves, out-competing the inter-α-helix
hydrogen bonds as the α-helix gradually grows.

2DIR Snapshots of Peptide Folding. In all simulations,
unless specified otherwise, we consider an isotopomer of Trp-
cage where Trp6 and Pro18, which is an important link that
stabilizes the native state,58 are 13C18O isotope labeled. To
account for the isotope labeling, the field free frequency of the
isotope-labeled amide I modes was red-shifted by 65 cm−1

compared to the unlabeled modes.3 The double isotope-
labeling scheme was used to obtain information on the local
dynamics of Trp6 and Pro18, which are on opposite “strands”
of the peptide. Therefore, their coupling may provide
information on the formation of the tertiary structure of the
peptide.
Figure 4a shows the amide I absorption spectra at the five

FEL locations. The amide I absorption of the unlabeled group
results in a single peak, whose maximum red-shifts from 1650
cm−1 at L1 and L25 to 1640 cm−1 at L100. The 10 cm−1 red-
shift is consistent with recent time-resolved IR experiments on
Trp-cage.59 This is due to the formation of the secondary

Figure 4. (a) Amide I absorption spectra for L1, L25, L50, L75, and L100 where Trp6 and Pro18 are isotopically labeled. (b−f) Isotope-labeled
region of the linear absorption spectra and projected density of states for L1, L25, L50, L75, and L100.
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structure and hydrogen bonds, as shown in Table 1, which
weakens the CO bond and reduces its vibrational frequency.5

The peak intensity decreases from L1 to L50 and then increases
from L50 to L100, which indicates that ordered structures,
including the linear extended structure and folded structures,
tend to enhance the intensity.
Since the contributions from the isotope-labeled residues are

much weaker than those from the unlabeled residues, we
enlarge the spectral region corresponding to isotope-labeled
amide I modes in Figure 4b−f. There are two bands in the
isotope-labeled region of the linear absorption spectrum. One is
near 1560−1570 cm−1, and the other is around 1580−1590
cm−1. To determine the origins of these two bands, we have
calculated the projected density of states:11

∑ρ ω δ ω ω= ⟨|Ψ | − ⟩
λ

λ( ) ( )i i i,
2

(3)

where Ψi,λ is the component of the exciton eigenstate λ on site i
and ωλ is the λth eigenvalue. The projected density of states

Figure 5. Isotope-labeled nonchiral (xxxx) 2DIR kI + kII amide I spectra for L1, L25, L50, L75, and L100. Trp6 and Pro18 are isotopically labeled.

Figure 6. Correlation plot of the coupling of Trp6 and Pro18 and the
cross-peak intensity. The average coupling is displayed along with the
standard deviation in blue. The cross-peak intensities are displayed in
red.
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shows that the higher frequency band in the isotope-labeled
region originates from Pro18, while the lower frequency band
originates from Trp6, as shown in Figure 4b−f.
The absorptive 2DIR xxxx spectra are displayed in Figure 5.

All spectra are dominated by an inhomogeneously (diagonally)
broadened peak centered near (−1640, 1640) cm−1. The peak
shape is largely determined by the inhomogeneous distribution
and the homogeneous dephasing of 5.5 cm−1 which were used
to compute the spectra. The diagonal L100 peak is red-shifted
by ∼10 cm−1 compared to L1, consistent with the above linear
absorption spectrum and the previous studies.14 The similarity
of the 2DIR xxxx spectra of the unlabeled amide groups
indicates that the xxxx signals are not very sensitive to protein
secondary structure motifs without the use of site-specific
isotope labeling.
The 2DIR xxxx spectra in the region of the isotope labeled

residues show some interesting features during folding (Figure
5). Starting at L50, two isotope-labeled bands clearly begin to
emerge at approximately (−1570, 1570) and (−1590, 1590)
cm−1. The band around (−1570, 1570) cm−1 gradually
increases from L50 to L100, and the intensities of the band
around 1590 cm−1 are almost unchanged from L50 to L100.
After the two bands appear at L50, the cross-peak at (−1570
cm−1, 1590 cm−1) emerges. At L1 and L25, this cross-peak is
extremely weak and the coupling between the two isotope-
labeling residues is nearly zero, as shown in Figure 6. At L50,
the magnitude of the coupling increases by nearly an order of
magnitude while the cross-peak intensity also increases.
Between L50 and L100, both the coupling and the cross-peak
intensity continue to increase. It should be noted that the
couplings at L50 and L75 have both positive and negative

values due to the varying relative orientation between Trp6 and
Pro18, while at L100, the coupling is always positive as the
relative orientation of the two strands has been stabilized.
The vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) and CI 2DIR

spectra are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. The
unlabeled amide I band in the VCD spectra has one negative
and one positive peak (Figure 7a). However, these peaks are
red-shifted as the peptide moves from L1 to L100. At L25, the
VCD signal nearly vanishes due to the cancellation of various
random coil configurations upon ensemble averaging. After the
formation of the compact form at L50, the VCD intensity
ascends from L50 to L100.
The isotope-labeled band of the VCD spectra is shown for

three different isotopomers in Figure 7b−d. To determine the
contributions of Trp6 and Pro18 to the VCD spectrum, we
calculated the VCD spectra of the isotopomers where only
Trp6 (Figure 7c) or Pro18 (Figure 7d) are labeled. In the
double-labeled spectrum (Figure 7b), the peak is red-shifted
from 1600 cm−1 at L1 to 1565 cm−1 at L100. At L50, L75, and
L100, the single-labeled spectra of Trp6 closely resemble the
double-labeled spectra, demonstrating that Trp6 dominates the
double-labeled spectrum after L50. However, at L1 and L25,
the double-labeled spectra are dominated by the contribution of
Pro18, resulting in a peak at ∼1590−1600 cm−1.
The absorptive xxxy signals of the five states are displayed in

Figure 8. There are two types of chirality in proteins. One is
related to global structure, and the other is associated with the
local chirality originating from the individual vibrational modes.
We only consider the former because it dominates the response
in extended systems.4

Figure 7. (a) VCD spectra for L1, L25, L50, L75, and L100 with Trp6 and Pro18 both isotopically labeled. (b) Isotope-labeled region of the
vibrational circular dichroism spectra with Trp6 and Pro18 both labeled. (c) Isotope-labeled region of the VCD spectra with only Trp6 labeled. (d)
Isotope-labeled region of the VCD spectra with only Pro18 labeled.
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The xxxy spectra (Figure 8) show two inhomogeneously
broadened diagonal peaks that are surrounded by four
symmetricially distributed cross-peaks. The stronger diagonal
peak is initially located at (−1645, 1645) cm−1 and red-shifts to
(−1630, 1630) cm−1 during folding, while the weaker peak is
initially located at (−1625, 1625) cm−1 and red-shifts to
(−1610, 1610) cm−1. Both peaks contain contributions from
several highly delocalized transitions which cannot be assigned
to specific sites. The cross-peak of these two transitions is seen
at approximately (−1620, 1645) cm−1 and is related to the
coupling between these two classes of delocalized transitions.
We note that, in the nonchiral spectra, there was only a single
diagonal peak for the unlabeled amide I band, presenting an
obvious advantage for CI 2DIR.
During folding, the cross-peaks are also red-shifted along the

diagonal, similar to the diagonal peaks. At L1 and L25, the four
cross-peaks are weak. When the peptide evolves to L50, the
intensities of the four cross-peaks increase due to the increased
coupling caused by the relatively compact conformation. After
L50, the peak locations remain similar, while the intensities of
the four cross-peaks increase (Figure 8d and e). The increase in

the intensities of the cross-peaks is caused by the increased
coupling between residues (Figure 2).
Another interesting feature is the isotope-labeled band

around 1560−1590 cm−1. At L1 and L25, this band is
extremely weak due to the cancellation of contributions from
various random coil configurations, as in the VCD spectra.
After L50, a weak band appears that gradually enhances and
red-shifts as the peptide folds, indicating that the two isotope-
labeled residues, Trp6 and Pro18, get close to each other and
maintain a particular relative orientation from L75 to L100.
Hamm et al. had measured 2DIR signals of a photo-

switchable isotope-labeled α-helix9 whose structure is very
similar to Trp-cage in the folded state. Our simulation results
are consistent with their findings for the changes between the
folded and unfolded conformations. They also found two bands
for some residues in the isotope-labeled region. Note that the
folding timescale in our simulations is not necessarily the real
experimental folding timescale, since the generalized Born
solvent model was applied to run the simulations and this
implicit solvent model reduced the folding time dramatically.
Nevertheless, the conformational transition of the folding
process and corresponding spectrum changes are our main

Figure 8. Isotope-labeled chirality-induced (xxxy) 2DIR spectra for L1, L25, L50, L75, and L100.
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concern, and the implicit solvent model and spectrum
calculations have proven to give reasonable results in previous
studies.4,11,44

■ CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that valuable conformational informa-
tion about the structural evolution on the folding pathway can
be revealed by multidimensional IR spectroscopy. The folding
of a 20-residue peptide was simulated to build up the FEL,
which suggests one dominant pathway that connects the
unfolded and native state. The amide I absorption, VCD,
nonchiral, and CI 2DIR spectra were simulated to structurally
illustrate the characters of the folding process. The spectra were
calculated for an isotopomer where Trp6 and Pro18 were
13C18O labeled. The linear absorption spectra show a 10
cm−1 red-shift of the unlabeled amide I band, consistent with
experimental results. In the isotope-labeled region of the linear
absorption, there are two peaks around 1560 and 1590 cm−1,
which are caused by Trp6 and Pro18, respectively. The diagonal
peak of the unlabeled amide I band in the 2DIR xxxx spectrum
red-shifts 10 cm−1 during folding. The cross-peak intensity
between the 13C18O labeled Trp6 and Pro18 amide I
transitions increases during folding. The intensity of this cross-
peak is correlated with the coupling between these two groups
and is indicative of the formation of the peptide’s tertiary
structure, which is consistent with the analysis of transition
dipole coupling and hydrogen bonds. The VCD spectra
revealed two peaks for the unlabeled amide I band which
were red-shifted during folding. The overall intensity of the
VCD spectra increased during folding because of the
cancellation of various random coil conformations upon
ensemble averaging of the signal. The isotope-labeled band
revealed two peaks around 1560 and 1600 cm−1 which were
red-shifted, similar to the linear absorption. The CI 2DIR
spectra showed two distinct diagonal peaks for the unlabeled
amide I band, whereas the nonchiral spectra only showed a
single diagonal peak in this region. Strengthening of the cross-
peaks of the unlabeled amide I band was observed during
folding which is directly correlated with the increase in
coupling. While CI 2DIR experiments have yet to be
performed, our simulations show that CI 2DIR measurements
may reveal changes in cross-peaks which may be difficult to see
in nonchiral 2DIR measurements.
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